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Shopreme Snapjaw in Detail

• Quick and Shopreme Snapjaw to use
• Insertion of the smartphone without touching the mount
• Purely mechanical holder, permanently fixed to the
  shopping cart.
• Shopreme Snapjaw to retrofit on almost all shopping cart
  handles thanks to simple mounting.
• Also suitable for phones in cases such as Otterbox
  and Mophie.
• Various advertising spaces can be used, e.g. by QR code to
  support the adoption or launch of retailer apps in the store

Shopreme Snapjaw Dimensions

Shopreme Snapjaw is compatible with the following smartphone sizes:
Maximum width of the smartphone: 95mm / maximum depth: 19mm (each including the case).
Among others: all iPhone Plus models with case / Samsung Galaxy Note 20 with case.
Due to the movable side panels of the Shopreme Snapjaw both large and small
Smartphones are optimally held.